Abstract: Food security has emerged as an urgent concern because of the rising world population. To meet the food demands of the near future, it is required to improve the productivity of various crops, not just of staple food crops. The genetic diversity among plant populations in a given species allows the plants to adapt to various environmental conditions. Such diversity could therefore yield valuable traits that could overcome the food-security challenges. To explore genetic diversity comprehensively and to rapidly identify useful genes and/or allele, advanced high-throughput sequencing techniques, also called nextgeneration sequencing (NGS) technologies, have been developed. These provide practical solutions to the challenges in crop genomics. Here, we review various sources of genetic diversity in plants, newly developed genetic diversity-mining tools synergized with NGS techniques, and related genetic approaches such as quantitative trait locus analysis and genome-wide association study.
INTRODUCTION
Food security is an urgent concern because of the growing world population. A recent estimate suggests that the world population will reach 9 billion or more by 2050 [1] , and meeting the demands of this estimated global population is expected to require a 70% increase or at least a doubling in food production [2] [3] [4] . Furthermore, the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change has recently provided unequivocal evidence of global warming [5] , indicating that climate change is a risk factor that might trigger shortfalls in crop production due to an increase in adverse environmental conditions.
To fulfill the food demands of the near future, it is critical to improve the productivity of not only staple food crops, but also crops used for livestock fodder [6, 7] . Beyond ensuring the success of the first green revolution initiated by Norman Borlaug [8] [9] [10] , improvement of the tolerance of abiotic and biotic stresses and the efficiency of water and nutrient use for each crop must be included as a key approach for preventing a food crisis [11, 12] . Discovering genes that are associated with useful biological functions and rationally integrating these genes and allele in designing crops that exhibit various upgraded functionalities could help improve the sustainability of the global agricultural system. For this purpose, comprehensive genome-scale and population-scale explorations of genetic diversity in various plant species have gained increasing attention.
The genetic diversity in a given species allows the plants to adapt to various environmental conditions, such as fluctuation in climate and soil conditions. The genetic diversity in a population of a plant species, including cultivars, landraces, and wild individuals, is a crucial resource for increasing food production and for development of sustainable agricultural practices [13] . Therefore, assessment of genetic and phenotypic diversities in the available genetic resources is the primary step to launch a research project to discover useful genes in crops. A dataset of genome-scale and population-scale DNA polymorphisms provides the genetic basis for the characteristics of a population of a species of interest, such as the population diversity, population structure, and linkage disequilibrium. This information essential to efficiently identify associations between genetic polymorphisms and phenotypic differences using genetic map-based approaches such as quantitative trait locus (QTL) analysis and genome-wide association study (GWAS).
The emergence of NGS technologies has enabled drastic innovations in the field of genomics [14] . NGS technologies have substantially reduced the cost and time required to obtain information on several gigabases of nucleotide sequence. Currently, the complete genomes of even plant species that possess very large or complex genomes can be sequenced. For example, the genomes of 142 species of land plants have been sequenced (as of 07 May 2015) (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/genome/browse/). Web accessible databases for plant genome information are also avail-able: Phytozome (http://phytozome.jgi.doe.gov/pz/portal. html) and Ensembl Plants (http://plants.ensembl.org/index. html). A whole-genome sequence and a well-annotated genome would serve as essential information resources and would facilitate the discovery of useful genes, determination of their physical location in the genome, and prediction of their biological functions. Furthermore, the use of NGS technologies coupled with bioinformatics techniques would allow the development of high-throughput genetic markers and genome-scale investigation of genotypes in crops.
In this review, we address the recent advances in methodologies for comprehensive exploration of the genetic diversity of plants. A major focus here is on introducing the significance of the new genetic diversity-mining tools used in NGS techniques that are widely available.
SOURCES OF GENETIC DIVERSITY
The sources of genetic diversity in a species can be classified into 3 types according to the mechanisms underlying the diversity: (1) cultivars, i.e., crops that are artificially selected by humans based on useful phenotypic traits; (2) natural variations selected by nature over a long period; and (3) mutants produced using transgenic technologies or chemical/physical mutagens.
Crop Accessions (Artificial Selection)
For various crop plants, numerous cultivars have been produced, selected by breeders for their desirable characteristics based on the various demands of society. For example, >124,000 accessions of rice, including modern and traditional varieties, and wild relatives of rice are stored at the International Rice Gene Bank (http://irri.org/ourwork/research/genetic-diversity/international-rice-genebank), which is maintained by the International Rice Research Institute (http://irri.org/), and these are used by researchers worldwide. Furthermore, >30,000 and >10,000 accessions of maize (Zea mays) and wheat (Triticum aestivum), respectively, are stocked and maintained at the International Maize and Wheat Improvement Center The crop accessions potentially possess genes or alleles governing traits selected by breeders. These genes are classified as the following: (1) Genes and/or alleles associated with important traits in wild ancestors that were selected during domestication activities in the old world. These genes and/or allele are important from the view point of human history, as they indicate the change in human lifestyle from hunter-gatherer to farmer. (2) The genes and/or alleles conserved in landraces, which are potentially associated with traits developed as adaptation to local environments. Landraces are established when the cultivated area of domesticated crops is extended in adaptation to local environmental conditions and human cultural changes. Therefore, traits of landraces are selected over the course of the demographic history of the crop. (3) Finally, genes and/or alleles possessed by modern varieties as the result of genetic admixtures due to modern breeding processes. The patterns of genome-wide polymorphisms observed in these crop accessions will provide clues to discover genes involved in important traits linked with past activities of humans as well as with adaptation to environmental changes. Furthermore, assessment of genetic polymorphisms in a crop species would help strategic management of breeding programs to avoid the loss of genetic diversity.
Natural Accessions (Natural Selection)
Intraspecific natural variation (hereafter referred to as natural variation) in plants is defined as the genetic diversity in a single species that has been maintained in nature by an evolutionally conserved process such as natural selection. Plants adapt to various environments under the pressure of natural selection and thus acquire adaptive traits over several generations. Typically, natural accessions are originally collected from around the world and then selected as pure lines, and these natural accessions vary considerably in terms of morphology (e.g., flower shape or root architecture), and physiology (e.g., stress tolerance or flowering time) [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] . Therefore, natural accessions contain valuable genetic resources that can serve as beneficial traits for crop breeding. For certain species, natural accessions are stocked and maintained at several organizations. [30] . The complete genome sequences of 80 accessions have been released [31] and several more accessions have been added. As of 08 May 2015, the genomes of 818 out of 1,051 accessions have been resequenced and made available through the 1001 Project website. In the case of the model temperate grass Brachypodium distachyon, 179 natural accessions are stocked and available from the National Plant Germplasm System of USDA-ARS (http://www.ars-grin.gov/npgs/). In a review, Alonso-Blanco et al. reported that nearly 100 genes and polymorphisms, which are related to seed dormancy, flowering, root growth, reproduction, or morphology, were identified from natural variations of A. thaliana and major crop species such as tomato, wheat, barley, rice, and maize [15] . Natural accessions of a model plant that is phylogenetically related to a crop species would offer the advantage of allowing the transfer of useful knowledge from laboratory to crop breeding sites.
Artificially Produced Mutants
Artificial mutants are produced using transgenic technologies or chemical/physical mutagens. In the case of mutants generated using transgenic technology, T-DNA tagging has been widely used for large-scale analyses [32, 33] . Transposon tagging has also been used to identify gene function using the Ac/Ds element in various plant species such as Arabidopsis, tomato, tobacco, and rice [34, 35] . Because both these insertional mutagenesis approaches typically generate recessive loss-of-function mutations, the resulting mutants are not suitable for studying redundant gene functions. In contrast, in activation tagging [36] , the insert carries a constitutive promoter such as the cauliflower mosaic virus 35S enhancer of promoter sequences [37] , and it can be used for overexpressing tagged genes to obtain dominant gain-offunction mutations. Furthermore, in the Full-length cDNA Over-eXpressing-hunting system, full-length cDNAs are used for ectopic gene expression and can also be used for producing gain-of-function mutations [38] . Using these systems, researchers can identify causal mutations more readily than using non-physically tagged mutants (described below). More recently, gene-editing systems such as TALEN and CRISPR/Cas9, which are based on the generation of a targetgene-specific double-strand break in the DNA, have become available for knocking out genes of interest in a genome [39] [40] [41] . However, in the case of plants, these methods can be used only in transformable species.
Artificially induced chemical or physical mutagenesis introduces various mutations throughout a genome [42] , and this approach is widely used in molecular genetics studies and breeding of both model plants and crops. Chemical mutagenesis, such as mutagenesis performed using ethyl methane sulfonic acid (EMS), is widely used for inducing nucleotide changes (point mutations) through the alkylation of specific nucleotides [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] [48] [49] [50] ; this results mostly in G/C to A/T transitions [44] that are distributed almost randomly throughout a genome. Another chemical mutagen is sodium azide, a recognized respiratory inhibitor. Since sodium azide was first reported to act as an effective mutagen in barley when applied under acidic conditions [51] , the chemical has been widely used for inducing mutations in various plants [52] [53] [54] [55] [56] . Moreover, sodium azide was found to generate point mutations and did not induce chromosomal aberrations in either embryonic shoots or microspores in barley [57] .
In addition to the chemical mutagens, ionizing radiation (e.g., gamma-rays and heavy-ion beams) has been used as a physical mutagen in plant research. Gamma-rays induce DNA damage mostly randomly and generate several types of mutations, including base substitutions, deletions, and structural changes in chromosomes. Gamma-rays were used for inducing mutations in rice [58] and wheat [59] . Heavy-ion beams-accelerated ions that are produced by an ion accelerator such as a cyclotron or synchrotron-are a new tool for inducing mutations [60, 61] . The physical characteristics of heavy-ion beams are considered to allow the accelerated ions to densely deposit their energy in a localized region. Heavyion beams have been suggested to predominantly induce double-strand breaks [62] [63] [64] [65] , and higher linear energy transfer (113 keV Km -1 ) carbon ions have been reported to also induce base substitutions, small insertions/deletions (<100 bp), translocations, inversions, and large insertions/deletions (>100 bp) [66] . Heavy-ion beams have been used for breeding several cultivars in torenia [67] and verbena [68] .
For a long period in the past, when an interesting phenotype was identified, considerable effort was required to identify the causal genetic mutation induced by the chemical or physical mutagens; this was because of (1) the high cost and low throughput of traditional sequencing technologies; (2) the absence of physical tagging of mutations; and (3) the limited availability of technologies for surveying genetic diversity at genome-wide level. The emergence and development of NGS technologies have enabled high-throughput screening of casual mutations from a large population.
DETERMINATION OF GENETIC DIVERSITY BY USING NEXT-GENERATION SEQUENCING
Following the wide-scale availability of NGS technologies, the cost and time required for sequencing have decreased drastically from those required using conventional sequencing methods based on the Sanger method. The main commercially available "second-generation" NGS technologies have included GS FLX from Roche, Genome Analyzer and HiSeq from Illumina, and SOLiD from Life Technologies [14] . Moreover, personalized benchtop NGS instruments, such as GS Jr from Roche, MiSeq from Illumina, and Ion PGM and Ion Proton from Life Technologies, have accelerated sequencing efforts in small research centers and laboratories [69] . In 2011, PacBio RS II from Pacific Biosciences became the first commercially available thirdgeneration Single-Molecule Real-Time sequencer [69, 70] . The data produced by the "third-generation" PacBio RS II has significantly greater read length but relatively lower accuracy than that yielded by "second-generation" platforms. To improve read accuracy, a hybrid genome assembly approach called the PacBio corrected Reads algorithm was developed [71] . This algorithm of the hybrid assembly is based on computational construction of accurate longer consensus sequence by mapping higher-accuracy short reads from "second generation" NGS to longer PacBio reads. Recently, the PacBio sequencing achieved an NG50 of 4.3 Mb in assembling the haploid human genome and could produce de novo near-complete eukaryotic assemblies that are 99.99% accurate when compared with available reference genomes [72] . This third-generation NGS technology in combination with the Irys system, a DNA linearization and imaging platform based on the NanoChannel Array technology available from BioNano Genomics [73] , would be a powerful tool to generate better quality de novo assemblies and to detect chromosomal structural variations for large genomes. The MinION nanopore sequencer is another new platform that can produce long sequencing reads on a palmsized device plugs into the USB port of a laptop [74] [75] [76] .
In this section, we provide an overview of determination of genetic diversity using NGS technologies (Fig. 1) and describe several newly developed genotyping methods that are based on NGS technology.
Whole-genome Re-sequencing
Whole-genome re-sequencing enables determination of genetic diversity at a genome-wide level at a high resolution [77, 78] . This method provides unbiased information of genetic variation. For instance, the complete genomes of 80 natural accessions of A. thaliana, from 8 regions, were resequenced, and about 5 million single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) were identified across these natural accessions [31] . In A. thaliana, whole genome re-sequencing was used to identify a causal SNP of a circadian clock mutation induced by EMS [79] . In rice, 6.5 million SNPs were obtained by re-sequencing across 50 accessions (40 cultivated and 10 wild accessions), and the candidate regions related to domestication were identified [80] . In japonica rice, 132,462 SNPs were identified between the standard cultivar Nipponbare and a sake-brewing cultivar [81] . In tomato, 11.6 million SNPs were identified from the re-sequencing data of 360 diverse accessions collected from around the world [82] . Whole-genome re-sequencing has also been performed in other crops such as chickpea [83] , pepper [84] , and sesame [85] . After the Arabidopsis genome was sequenced in 2000 [86] , the number of species for which genome sequences have been released has increased, for both model and nonmodel crop plants, because of the prevalence of NGS technologies [87] . Currently, the complete genomes of several species of interest, particularly those with small genomes, can be re-sequenced at any laboratory, and technologies with greater throughput and more useful bioinformatics techniques are being developed rapidly. However, several challenges remain when dealing with large populations of a species that possess a complex and large genome more than 1 Gb long. Major cereal crops, for example, Triticeae crops such as common wheat and barley, have 17 Gb and 5 Gb genomes, respectively, and the genomes contain highly repetitive sequences [88, 89] . For avoiding such genomic complexity, several solutions are available that help reduce the challenges associated with whole-genome re-sequencing. Fig. (1) . Characteristics of representative methods for determining genetic diversity using NGS technologies. A scatter plot representing the relationship between plant genome size and number of target SNPs. Boxed and circled approaches must be used with and without reference-genome sequences, respectively.
Whole-exome-capture Sequencing
Exome capture-a hybridization-based enrichment method for targeted re-sequencing of entire protein-coding regions (exons)-enables cost-effective identification of nearly all of the genetic variation present in protein-coding genes [90, 91] . Briefly, genomic DNA is randomly sheared and hybridized with oligonucleotide probes specific to target exons, and then only hybridized fragments are recovered and sequenced. Thus, the number of fragments targeted for sequencing is enriched substantially and sequence coverage is increased from that in whole-genome re-sequencing. Exomecapture sequencing has been effectively applied in the study of rare Mendelian diseases in human [91] . In maize, wholeexome capture was used to verify copy-number variation among 2 lines of Recombinant Inbred Lines (RILs) and their inbred parents [92] . A whole-exome-capture platform has also been developed for barley [93] . Pankin et al. successfully identified the causal gene and candidate mutation that control long-day flowering [94] by the mapping-bysequencing approach combined with whole-exome capture [93, 95] . They applied the combined sequencing approach to the parental lines (Bowman and its introgression line eam5) and a backcross population selected for early flowering in barley.
RNA-sequencing (RNA-seq)
RNA-seq is a rapidly growing application of NGS technology that is used for studying gene expression [96] . RNAseq used with a reference genome is a powerful tool for identifying transcription units and splice isoforms together with their expression profiles [97, 98] . For non-model organisms, reference-genome-free RNA-seq, a de novo RNA-seq method, has become a widely used method for obtaining transcribed sequences and information on genetic variations together with quantified gene expression [99] [100] [101] .
In a number of cases, although genome sizes vary among different crops, the number of genes or the total gene sizes do not differ substantially. Because intergenic regions are ignored based on the principle of RNA-seq method, genotyping performed using RNA-seq is more cost effective than genotyping based on whole-genome re-sequencing. For example, >1 million SNPs were genotyped by RNA-seq in 368 maize inbred lines [102] ; in rye, >5,000 SNPs were identified from RNA-seq data of 5 winter inbred lines [103] ; and in cassava, 675,559 SNP markers were identified through RNA-seq of 16 cassava accessions [104] . However, RNAseq-based genotyping has some limitations: (1) the SNP density in genic regions is considerably lower than that in intergenic regions and (2) several genes exhibit extremely low or even no expression in specific tissues or at specific time points.
Restriction-site-associated DNA Sequencing (RADseq)
RAD-seq can concurrently provide information on thousands of genetic markers from several hundreds of individuals [105, 106] . RAD-seq involves 3 simple molecular biology techniques: (1) shearing of DNA by restriction enzymes; (2) size selection (300-700 bp); and (3) PCR amplification of only fragments containing restriction sites. Because RADseq data can also be analyzed without reference-genome sequences, this method facilitates genetic screening in nonmodel plant species [107] . RAD-seq has been used for identifying genotypes and constructing linkage maps of barley [108] ,chickpea [109] , and ryegrass [110] . Recently, a RADseq genotyping dataset, containing 55,052 SNPs from 286 genotyped accessions, was generated and used for identifying 48 loci related to domestication in soybean [111] .
Genotyping-by-sequencing (GBS)
GBS was developed as a technically simple and highly multiplex genotyping approach, and was first applied to [112] , GBS has now been extended to diverse organisms, because it does not include a size-selection step and is simpler than the RAD-seq method [106] . In GBS, complexity is reduced by using a methylation-sensitive enzyme, ApeKI [112] . Moreover, a 2-enzyme GBS protocol, which can suitably and uniformly reduce complexity, has been developed and applied in barley and wheat [113] . GBS approach has also been extensively used for mining genetic diversity and for high-throughput genotyping at a genomewide scale in various crops. For instance, GBS has been used to identify 47,702 SNPs across a diverse set of 304 lines in soya bean [114] , 44,844 SNPs across 93 diverse cultivated and wild accessions in chickpea [115] , 265,487 SNPs across 971 accessions in sorghum [116] , and 30,984 SNP markers across 176 RILs (indica IR64 japonica Azucena) in rice [117] .
Amplicon Sequencing
Recently, a combination of multiplex PCR amplification and NGS technologies, termed "AmpliSeq," has been used for detecting genetic diversity [118] . In AmpliSeq, multiplex PCR is used for simple and fast library construction for enrichment of targeted sequences. Furthermore, because only 10 ng of input DNA per reaction is required for this method, it can be used for analyzing minute amounts of samples. For example, 10 ng of input DNA from formalin-fixed paraffinembedded samples of tumor tissue were successfully amplified and sequenced using this method [119, 120] . Moreover, AmpliSeq has been receiving increasing attention in clinical studies because a commercially available system, Ion AmpliSeq Cancer Hotspot Panel v2, has been designed to amplify 207 amplicons covering approximately 2,800 mutations, in 50 cancer-related genes, listed in the Catalogue of Somatic Mutations in Cancer (http://www.lifetechnologies.com/order/catalog/product/4475346).
Furthermore, 5346). Furthermore, AmpliSeq can be used not only for clinical studies but also for studies on crop plants: Ion AmpliSeq Custom Panels can create primer pairs at genomic regions of interest in any organism by using a reference genome, and can increase the number of primer pairs used in a multiplex PCR reaction to 6,144; thus, thousands of target genes can be analyzed quickly and easily. The online Ion AmpliSeq Designer tool (https://www.ampliseq.com/) is preloaded with the reference genome of crops (e.g., maize, rice, soybean, and tomato) and is freely available for creating custom panels.
ANALYSIS OF THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN PHENOTYPE AND GENOTYPE
Understanding the relationship between genetic diversity and the phenotypic differences observed within a species is not only important biologically but is also a crucial first step in improving agriculturally useful traits. Because the newly developed methods for mining genetic diversities allow genetic markers to be identified quickly and inexpensively at a high density and randomly in a genome, forward genetics approaches can serve as a straight-forward method for uncovering the causal genetic polymorphisms that underlie phenotypic differences (e.g., growth rate, yield, and abiotic/biotic stress tolerance) (Fig. 2) . Here, we showcase examples of genetic approaches such as QTL analysis and GWAS that have been significantly accelerated by synergistic uses of NGS-based methods for genotyping.
Quantitative Trait Locus Analysis
A Quantitative trait locus analysis(QTL) analysis is a genetic approach that is used in an attempt to describe the genetic basis of variation in quantitative traits [121] . QTL analysis has provided a solution for identifying genomic regions Step 3 Step 2
Step 1
Step 3 Step 2 that cosegregate with a trait in mapping population such as F 2 or RILs. The NGS-based genome-scale genotyping methods to identify genetic polymorphisms have been carried out in various plant species including crops. In Arabidopsis, approximately 40 quantitative traits produced through natural variation have been investigated and mapped by means of QTL analysis as reviewed in [122] . The traits of 9 distinct morphologies in barley [108] , stem rust resistance in perennial ryegrass [110] , and fiber strength and rust resistance in cotton [123] were mapped using the genetic markers created and assessed using the NGS utilizing method of RAD-seq.
Genome-wide Association Study
A GWAS is a genetic approach used for evaluating the association between genomic diversity and a phenotype of interest that could be scored in a large population. This method was developed about 10 years ago for studying genetic diseases and complex traits in human [124] . The GWAS approach has been applied in plant science recently, and it provides advantages particularly for investigations in inbred plant species. Because genotyping data can be reused in a GWAS panel, phenotyping data obtained for several traits of interest can be analyzed repeatedly without genotyping [30, 125] . GWASs have been conducted successfully for numerous crops such as in maize genotyped by RNA-seq [102] , rice genotyped by whole-genome re-sequencing [126] , wheat genotyped by whole-exome capture and GBS [127] , foxtail millet genotyped by whole-genome re-sequencing [128] , Miscanthus sinensis genotyped by RAD-seq [129] , and sorghum genotyped by GBS [116] . The ability of GWAS for detecting rare alleles is low, but this limitation could be overcome by using a large sample size or creating multiple mapping populations, as in the case of nested association mapping [130] or Multiparent Advanced Generation Inter-Cross [131] .
SHOREmap and MutMap
SHOREmap [95] is based on bulked-segregant analysis of phenotyped F 2 progeny [132] . In this approach, an artificially induced mutant is crossed into its wild-type line to obtain an F 2 mapping population, and the DNA of F 2 individuals are bulked and the whole genome is re-sequenced by NGS to identify the genomic region harboring the causal mutation. Since SHOREmap was originally performed in the F 2 population of A. thaliana, it has been extended to other types of mapping population such as isogenic back cross population [133, 134] and has been extended to crop plants such as maize [135] .
MutMap [136] is also an NGS-based method that is technically similar to SHOREmap; however, this approach uses SNPs incorporated by mutagenesis as markers to search for the regions including causal mutation for a phenotype. Because MutMap needs fewer SNPs than SHOREmap, reliable alignment of genome sequences and SNP calling with lower noise can be achieved [136] . Recently, the MutMap method was used to identify a loss-of-function mutation responsible for salt tolerance and to breed a salt-tolerant variety quicker than by using conventional breeding methods (only two years were required) [137] . This breakthrough will dramatically increase the efficiency of identification of genes responsible for valuable phenotypes in crop breeding.
CONCLUSIONS
The rapid diffusion of high-throughput sequencing technologies has revitalized the exploration of genetic diversities. Even in crop species with large and complex genomes, various scales of sequencing applications enable cost-effective genotyping at each step of genetics studies. Sequencing of the biogeographic samples will provide insights into the demographic history and local adaptation of the species. Genome-scale polymorphisms analysis of artificially designed mapping populations in various crop species will be beneficial for identifying genetic variations and would thereby accelerate the process of identifying genes associated with agronomically important traits. Furthermore, the sequencing power of the current technologies allow for the determination of the relationship between genetic diversity and the physiological response of a plant species in a fluctuated environment. Integrated approaches of population genomics with other sequencing-based omics spectrums, such as transcriptome and epigenome, in a field condition is still a challenging area. These approaches based on high-throughput sequencing will allow identification of the systems evolved in a plant species as adaptations to various conditions, and will provide clues to enhance plant productivity. 
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